Capture-based high-coverage NGS: a powerful tool to uncover a wide spectrum of mutation types.
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) has been widely applied to clinical diagnosis. Target-gene capture followed by deep sequencing provides unbiased enrichment of the target sequences, which not only accurately detects single-nucleotide variations (SNVs) and small insertion/deletions (indels) but also provides the opportunity for the identification of exonic copy-number variants (CNVs) and large genomic rearrangements. Capture NGS has the ability to easily detect SNVs and small indels. However, genomic changes involving exonic deletions/duplications and chromosomal rearrangements require more careful analysis of captured NGS data. Misaligned raw sequence reads may be more than just bad data. Some mutations that are difficult to detect are filtered by the preset analytical parameters. "Loose" filtering and alignment conditions were used for thorough analysis of the misaligned NGS reads. Additionally, using an in-house algorithm, NGS coverage depth was thoroughly analyzed to detect CNVs. Using real examples, this report underscores the importance of the accessibility to raw sequence data and manual review of suspicious sequence regions to avoid false-negative results in the clinical application of NGS. Assessment of the NGS raw data generated by the use of loose filtering parameters identified several sequence aberrations, including large indels and genomic rearrangements. Furthermore, NGS coverage depth analysis identified homozygous and heterozygous deletions involving single or multiple exons. Our results demonstrate the power of deep NGS in the simultaneous detection of point mutations and intragenic exonic deletion in one comprehensive step.Genet Med 18 5, 513-521.